
#CSR - Going Compliant
An FMCG Mini Case Study

Supplier Relationship Management And The Drive For Sustainable
Supply Chain - Both Priorities, Both Profoundly Connected



Historically speaking, our SRM efforts
including innovation and sustainability
management have lacked structure in

both approach and tangibility, hindering
improvement and limiting their

potential for value.
 

Plus, wrapping conventional governance
around our efforts to drive sustainable

practice has lead to delay and
unnecessary cost.



Suppeco's cloud-based platform offered us
frictionless collaboration across our engagements.
Monitoring supplier performance, ongoing CSR
compliance and governance just became alot easier.

Creating repeatable processes to measure and
manage at the right level of detail - basically a single
customer to multiple firms and stakeholders.



Suppeco allows us to engage in real-time with
distributed teams and field agents across our
operation. Providing a collaborative space
for transparency on both data and actions.

Where all our service lines can be viewed, and
where operational activity can be monitored
against new legislation and assessed against
compliance.



Disparate systems and in-house
computing created comms-silos

limiting the sharing of information
and impeding progress on

improvement initiatives.
 
 Not now. Suppeco removed silos to

improve performance by pushing
the data directly to those who need

it. No more barriers to entry and
better participation through all

levels of the operation.



Suppeco's accessible to everyone
anywhere literally in seconds. Us of
course, our suppliers, their teams known
to the supply chain and our guest trace
auditors.

Subject to controls of course designed to
protect the flow of our sensitive data!



Confident. Assured.
Safegaurded.



Disclaimer :
Suppeco provides a wide array of presentations and insights. These
presentations and insights are for information purposes only and do not
constitute an offer to buy or sell any of the products or services mentioned
therein. Neither do they purport to be a complete description of the
developments referred to in the material. While utmost care has been taken
in preparing the material, we claim no responsibility for its accuracy. We
shall not be liable for any direct or indirect losses arising from the use
thereof and viewers are requested to use information contained herein at
their own risk. These presentations and insights should not be reproduced,
re-circulated, published in any media, website or otherwise, in any form or
manner, in part or as a whole, without the express consent in writing of
Suppeco. Any unauthorised use, disclosure or public dissemination of
information contained herein is prohibited. Unless specifically noted,
Suppeco is not responsible for the content of these presentations and/or
the opinions of the presenters. Individual situations and local practices and
standards may vary, so viewers and others utilising information contained
within a presentation are free to adopt differing standards and approaches
as they see fit. You may not repackage or sell the presentation. Products
and names mentioned in materials or presentations are the property of
their respective owners and the mention of them does not constitute an
endorsement by Suppeco. Information contained in a presentation hosted
or promoted by Suppeco is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind,
either expressed or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose. Suppeco assumes no liability or
responsibility for the contents of a presentation or the opinions expressed
by the presenters. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without
notice.

Want to know more?

Reach out and explore

Get in touch

www.suppeco.com

https://suppeco.com/demo
http://www.suppeco.com/
https://suppeco.com/

